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Your Leadership Counts
Support Healthcare Transformation & High Quality Care

CENTER for INTEGRATIVE HEALTH
i2i Center for Integrative Health convenes healthcare leaders to solve the most important issues affecting behavioral, intellectual and developmental disabilities (I-DD) and primary healthcare in North Carolina. We help diverse organizations collaborate and resolve critical policy issues.

**OUR MISSION**

To foster collaborative and evidence-based initiatives for improving the quality and efficacy of the behavioral health, intellectual and developmental disabilities, and substance use care and support services systems within a comprehensive system of whole person care.

**OUR STRENGTH**

The establishment of the i2i Center for Integrative Health represents the evolution of the NC Council of Community Programs’ 34 year legacy of collaboration and advocacy in addressing behavioral, I-DD, and primary healthcare. With a newly appointed board of healthcare and industry leaders, i2i provides a unique opportunity to bring together a broad spectrum of leaders who share the goal of ensuring effective whole person care within the publicly funded system.

We invite you to join with us.

Collectively, our team has over nine decades of state and national experience in physical, behavioral and I-DD healthcare and proficiency in helping diverse organizations collaborate, communicate, and resolve critical policy issues.

i2i will Convene a broad spectrum of stakeholders to address policy, Strategize around critical issues and Activate solutions to ensure quality, whole-person care.

**OUR SUCCESSES**

- **As leaders and advocates** for North Carolina’s 1915(b)(c) Medicaid waiver for behavioral health and I-DD, our team initiated the first standing meetings of provider and LME-MCO leaders, resulting in standardized business practices and improvements in monitoring. These efforts received state approval and provided much needed stabilization across the system.

- **As facilitators**, our staff has a well-respected track record for convening policy implementation workgroups. For over two decades, our forum work with Department of Health and Human Services leaders and staff served as the venue to deliberate and implement state and legislative requirements in order to ensure state and federal compliance.

- **As conveners**, our statewide conferences and meetings serve as the premier opportunity for providers, managers, advocates, and stakeholders to come together to learn and network. For 20 years, our Pinehurst meeting has consistently been the place for state influencers to gather to deliberate and understand the many changes taking place in our system of care.

**i2i needs your financial support** as we convene issue-focused and solution-oriented forums to address whole-person care and integrated services for citizens receiving MH/I-DD/SUD services. **Together**, we will work to ensure a positive public-system transformation that moves us toward quality, whole-person care.

i2i Center for Integrative Health is a tax exempt 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.
Corporate Support & Benefits

These annual donor categories are geared toward large organizations that want to support and be part of leadership activities to shape and improve integrated care in North Carolina's public system.

**CHAMPION – $15,000**

*Includes:*
- Highlighted recognition as Champion Supporter on i2i homepage
- Ongoing updates on Policy Collaborative activities, State and Federal updates, MH/IDD/SUD news and information
- Staff discount (10%) on all conference registrations
- Ribbon recognition at Conferences

*Champion Exclusives*
- Membership in i2i Advisory Circle: provide input to the Executive Director and serve as a resource for policy, subject matter expertise, feedback and information.
- Highlighted as Champion supporter on all policy positions/statements, reports and press releases to be widely distributed to Legislators, DHHS leaders, 6,000 MH/I-DD/SUD professionals, advocates, healthcare organizations and others.
- Advance notification and communication with i2i staff about upcoming policy collaborative initiatives
- Invitations to participate in leadership networking opportunities
- Opportunity for your news to be included in i2i communications and dedicated page on website for Champion news & information
- Champion support announcement distributed to network of over 6,000 MH/I-DD/SUD professionals and industry leaders
- Your logo and web link included on select i2i email communications
- Special i2i Champion logo for your use
- Recognition as Champion in i2i newsletter
- Complimentary Registrations for two VIP staff at Pinehurst Conference

**ALLY - $10,000**

*Includes:*
- Highlighted recognition as Ally Supporter on i2i homepage
- Ongoing updates on Policy Collaborative activities, State and Federal updates, MH/IDD/SUD news and information
- Staff discount (10%) on all conference registrations
- Ribbon recognition at Conferences

*Ally Advantages*
- Advance notification and communications with i2i staff about upcoming policy collaborative initiatives
- Opportunity for your news to be included in i2i communications and dedicated page on website for Ally news & information
- Ally support announcement distributed to network of over 6,000 MH/IDD/SUD professionals and industry leaders
- Your organization logo and web link included on select i2i email communications
- Receive special i2i Ally logo for your use
- Complimentary Registrations for two VIP staff at Pinehurst Conference

**PARTNER - $5,000**

*Includes:*
- Highlighted recognition as Partner Supporter on i2i homepage
- On-going updates on Policy Collaborative activities, State and Federal updates, MH/IDD/SUD news and information
- Staff discount (10%) on all conference registrations
- Ribbon recognition at Conferences

*Partner Plus*
- Opportunity for your news to be included in i2i communications and dedicated page on website for Ally news & information
- Partner Support announcement distributed to network of over 6,000 MH/IDD/SUD professionals and industry leaders
- Complimentary Registration for one VIP staff at Pinehurst Conference

**INDIVIDUAL FUNDING**

These categories are for individuals and families dedicated to quality care for individuals receiving MH/I-DD/SUD services in the public system. Donations can be made in honor of an individual or loved one and this will be noted as part of your contribution.

**Leader ($2,000)**
- Recognition of Support on website
- Receive i2i newsletter, policy communications, news and information
- Donation page link highlighting your giving included in i2i newsletter

**Supporter ($1,000)**
- Recognition of Support on website
- Receive i2i newsletter, policy communications, news and information
- Donation page link highlighting your giving included in i2i newsletter

**Associate (up to $500)**
- Recognition of Support on website
- Receive i2i newsletter, policy communications, news and information
- Donation page link highlighting your giving included in i2i newsletter

If you are interested in customizing your support, please contact Jean Overstreet, Development and Communications Director at jean@i2icenter.org or call (919) 657-0580.
Contact us with your support commitment:

Jean Overstreet
Development and Communications Director
Jean@i2icenter.org

OFFICE  919-657-0580
CELL   919-455-6244
www.i2iCENTER.org

1135 Kildaire Farm Road, Suite 200
Cary, NC  27511

If you would like to learn more about our policy collaboratives or if you have other questions, please feel free to contact us. We want to work with you to improve whole person care in North Carolina.